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The potential for significant or catastrophic damage to wind turbines sited in coastal regions resulting from lightning strikes
is an important aspect to consider in the design of wind farms. A recently developed 2-D physics-based model that incorporates
key elements of a wind turbine geometrical configuration, cloud cover, and empirical information characterizing lightning
strike observations is used to investigate this challenging problem. This predictive model is used to quantify regions of high risk,
surface electrical charge, and lightning collection area as a function of hub elevation, cloud cover, leader parameters, and
lightning flash density. The sensitivity to variations of key parameters and the characterization of lightning strike information
characteristic of the Eastern Seaboard and the Gulf of Mexico are addressed. The surface electrical charge induced on the
turbine blades is observed to increase with lightning peak current and extent of cloud coverage, indicating trends consistent
with the distribution of the computed total potential field around the wind turbine. The lightning collection area is seen to
increase with the hub elevation and lightning peak current and decrease with increase in the leader propagation angle. The
lightning strike frequency on a nearshore wind turbine with an estimated 20-year life span is shown to be quite sensitive to
ground flash density, and subsequently this is an important design parameter.

INTRODUCTION
Traditional land-based wind farms have often been developed as
supplemental renewable energy sources in the vicinity of population
centers. Single upwind wind turbines have blade diameters ranging
from 82.5 m to 132 m and corresponding hub elevations in the
range of 75 m to 141.5 m (Gamesa, 2014; General Electric, 2014;
Siemens, 2014; Vestas, 2014). The siting of wind farms of various
sizes is limited by land usage, public concerns over noise, and the
conversion of the wind resource at higher altitudes. The development
of coastal and deeper-water locations for offshore wind farms
offers some attractive alternative siting options, including access
to stronger wind fields (Musial and Ram, 2010). Wind turbines
deployed in these regions are anticipated to be larger than current
land-based units, as illustrated by the range of blade diameters, hub
elevations, and design capacities presented in Table 1. The National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 5 MW wind turbine design
and subsequent studies provided detailed design information in
support of the emerging offshore wind technology development in
the United States (Jonkman, 2007; Jonkman et al., 2009; Jonkman
and Matha, 2011). The Norwegian Hywind moored spar wind
turbine design was developed and then successfully deployed by
Statoil off the west coast of Norway in 2009. A pitch motion
controller was incorporated within the wind turbine control system
to eliminate excessive movement of the structure, minimizing the
potential for blade tower collisions while maximizing the wind
turbine power output (Statoil, 2014). A demonstration wind farm
project involving five 6 MW Hywind spar-mounted wind turbines
is currently underway off the northeast coast of Scotland, where
water depths range from 95 m to 120 m. Principle Power has
developed another promising moored floating wind turbine design.
It was initially envisioned to operate in transitional water depths
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ranging from 30 m to 60 m; designs for deeper depths are now
being developed (Principle Power, 2014).
The multicolumn design employs a combination of dynamic
ballasting technology: heave plates located at the base of each
of the vertical columns and the mooring system to control the
motion response behavior induced by the wind turbine and the
offshore environmental conditions. In 2011, a 2 MW prototype
platform was deployed off the coast of Portugal. As in the case of
the Hywind field testing, operational experience and the proprietary
data obtained are guiding future modifications of their designs. It
should be noted that both of these floating wind turbine systems
can be fully assembled before being towed to the deployment site if
optimal environmental conditions exist. Principle Power is currently
developing a demonstration project involving five 6 MW wind
turbines for installation in Coos Bay, Oregon, where the average
water depth is approximately 350 m.
The damage caused by lightning strikes on land-based and offshore wind turbines is well documented (McNiff, 2001; Sorensen
et al., 2001; Asakawa et al., 2010; Yokoyama, 2013). In general,
lightning strikes on grounded structures can be classified, based on
the polarity of the electrical charge brought down from the thundercloud, as either negative or positive lightning, and according to the
direction of propagation, as either upward or downward lightning
(Rakov and Uman, 2003). Negative lightning occurs frequently,
while positive lightning is rare and accounts for approximately
6.2% of the terrestrial lightning in North America (Orville et al.,
2011). Tall structures such as wind turbines intensify the back-

Wind turbine

Blade
diameter
(m)

Hub
elevation
(m)

Capacity
(MW)

Gamesa
General Electric
NREL
Principle Power
Siemens
Vestas

128–132
104–113
126
120–170
120–154
112–164

80–140
85–139
90
80–100
site-specific
84–140

5.0–7.0
3.6–4.1
5.0
3.0–10
3.6–6.0
3.0–8.0

Table 1

Sizes and capacities of existing offshore wind turbines
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ground electrical potential gradient in the vicinity of the structure,
posing increased likelihood of upward lightning from the perimeter
of the elevated system (Eriksson, 1978; Golde, 1978). In a study
by Bertelsen et al. (2007), a numerical model was used to evaluate
the potential field around a wind turbine subject to lightning strikes.
Subsequently, the potential field provided the basis of evaluating
lightning attachment and strike frequency on the wind turbine as a
function of blade position. The results indicated that the probability
of lightning attachment is highest on blade tips because of their
high degree of exposure, corroborating field observations. However,
the estimates of annual lightning strikes on the wind turbine were
unrealistically low and fell outside the range of field data. In a
follow-up study, Madsen and Erichsen (2009) investigated the
distribution of lightning attachment points on a wind turbine by
using numerical and experimental methods. The background potential field around the wind turbine was evaluated numerically and
provided the basis for determining lightning attachment points on
the structure. Their results showed that vertically propagating downward leaders with large peak currents attach to the outermost region
of the turbine blade, while leaders with low peak currents strike
the inner portions of the blades and nacelle. Changing the leader
propagation angle led to a shift in the distribution of lightning
attachment points on the wind turbine toward regions closest to the
position of the downward leader. The experimental results corroborated findings of the numerical study showing that blade tips face a
higher risk of lightning strikes. Neither study considered the effect
of elevation of the wind turbine or the local cloud cover parameters.
In a separate study, Sarajcev (2010) reviewed statistical properties
of lightning peak current in relation to lightning interaction with
a land-based wind turbine. Lightning strike frequency on the
wind turbine was investigated using established semiempirical
methods. The study found that wind turbines experience both
upward and downward lightning strikes, and that the distributions
of the lightning peak currents are different in both cases. The
estimates of annual lightning strikes on a wind turbine, evaluated
as a function of leader peak current, appear reasonable and fall
within the range of reported field data. Sarajcev and Goic (2012)
investigated lightning current parameters for conducting voltage
surge analysis on wind turbines. The lightning strike frequency on
a wind turbine, determined by using semiempirical relationships,
was presented as a function of lightning current parameters, and
the results were consistent with reported field data. However, the
effect of the elevation of the wind turbine and ground flash density
on lightning strike frequency was not considered and warrants
further study. Madsen et al. (2012) proposed a new methodology
for placing lightning protection on wind turbine blades based on
semiempirical analysis, numerical modeling, and field data. The
findings indicate that the outermost portion of the wind turbine
blade receives the highest number of lightning strikes of large peak
current. Using this information, the turbine blade was divided into
four different lightning protection zones based on the likelihood of
lightning attachment. This new concept of zoning wind turbine
blades provides guidance for design and placement of lightning
protection on wind turbines. In another study, Sarajcev and Goic
(2014) investigated the incidence of lightning strikes on wind
turbines placed in elevated locations. Lightning collection area
and strike frequency were evaluated, using different semiempirical
methods, as a function of lightning peak current and effective
elevation of wind turbine. The results indicate that the frequency of
lightning strikes on the elevated wind turbine is high because of
the increased incidence of upward lightning.
Wind turbines are often intentionally located at somewhat
isolated locations, and those installed in coastal regions or where
lightning activity is high pose an increased risk of lightning
strikes. The IEC (2010) design guidelines for lightning protection

of wind turbines do not provide adequate guidance regarding
the characterization of lightning interaction with offshore wind
turbines, and a better approach is warranted. The limitations
identified in earlier studies regarding lightning strikes on wind
turbines are addressed in this study, using a recently developed
two-dimensional physics-based model (Malinga, 2014). This model
provides a mathematical basis to estimate the surface electrical
charge, collection area, and frequency of lightning strikes on an
offshore wind turbine, taking into account the geometrical, cloud
cover, and leader parameters.

METHODOLOGY
A physics-based methodology for studying lightning behavior
around the periphery of wind turbine blades is represented in a
domain containing two nonconcentric circles (Malinga, 2014). The
outer circle defines the extent of the thundercloud and ground
surface, while the inner circle, which was assumed to be grounded,
represents the region swept out by the wind turbine blades. The
features of the physics-based model, including key parameters,
the method of solution used for evaluating the potential field, and
the type of analyses developed from the potential function, are
illustrated in Fig. 1. The key model parameters are divided into
three distinct categories that include geometrical, cloud cover, and
lightning parameter groups. The geometrical parameters include the
hub elevation, blade diameter, and blade tip chord dimension. The
cloud cover parameters include the cloud elevation, cloud potential
gradient, and extent of cloud cover. The lightning parameter
grouping includes length of the downward leader, its propagation
angle, peak current, lightning ground flash density, and the estimated
life span of the wind turbine.
The potential field around the region swept out by wind turbine
blades is computed as the sum of two separate contributions.
The first part is the background electrical field induced by the
thundercloud, which is computed by utilizing an eigenfunction
expansion of simple radial functions and Legendre polynomials. The
second contribution is the field induced by the lightning downward
leader, which is computed by using two different methods, and
the choice of potential function is based on the accuracy of the
numerical solution. The first method involves an eigenfunction
expansion of spherical Bessel functions and Legendre polynomials,
and the second approach utilizes Green’s function formulation.
The potential field solution involving spherical Bessel functions
is chosen in the case where the downward leader is far from the

Fig. 1 Schematic showing elements of the physics-based model for
studying lightning interaction with elevated structures (Malinga,
2014)
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structure and the total potential field provides a basis for evaluating
the inception and growth of the upward leaders from the perimeter
of the turbine blades. The collection of points on the periphery
of the turbine blades where upward leaders initiate are probable
locations for lightning attachment and therefore delimit the region
of high risk on the wind turbine. On the other hand, the potential
field solution involving Green’s function formulation is accurate in
the case where the downward leader is close to the wind turbine
and the total potential function provides the basis for determining
the surface electrical charge induced on the turbine blades and
striking distance, which is utilized for computing the lightning
collection area and frequency of strikes on the wind turbine.
Leader Inception Model
The potential field around the periphery of the region swept out
by turbine blades provides the basis for determining the conditions
necessary for the inception and growth of upward leaders from
the wind turbine. Figure 2 illustrates leader behavior around a
region swept out by blades of an offshore wind turbine. The
methodology used in determining conditions for the inception
and growth of upward leaders from the periphery of the turbine
blades is illustrated in Fig. 3. The process of determining probable
points on the outer region swept out by wind turbine blades where
upward leaders initiate begins with the uppermost point on the
periphery and proceeds around this region until the downward
leader is beyond the line of sight. The vertical distribution of the
potential field, between a point on the turbine blades and the tip
of the downward leader, is interpolated from the total potential
field because of differences in spatial resolution and provides the
basis for evaluating the key parameters for computing the electrical
charge required for the inception and growth of an upward leader.
Consequently, a linear polynomial fit to the vertical potential field
provides estimates of the initial potential field ê0 and potential
gradient E0 , which are then related to the inception electrical charge
Q0 using functions developed in Becerra et al. (2008).
The next step involves checking if the magnitude of the inception
electrical charge is greater than the threshold charge of 1 microcoulomb, and in cases where this condition is met, the incremental
leader length ãL is computed; otherwise, no upward leader initiates. For the case where an upward leader initiates, a threshold
length of typically 2 m is used as the criterion to determine if the

Fig. 3 Schematic illustrating the algorithm utilized for determining
leader inception conditions and growth of an upward leader from a
specific point on the perimeter swept out by wind turbine blades
incipient leader is growing, and the maximum length of the upward
leader L is recorded. In instances where this threshold is not met,
upward leader inception is deemed not to occur as a result of
inadequate electrical charge required to fuel its growth. The points
on the periphery of the region swept out by the turbine blades
where upward leaders initiate are probable locations for lightning
attachment and therefore define the region of high risk around the
structure. To determine the probability of lightning attachment on
wind turbine blades, dividing with a distance equivalent to twice
the cloud elevation normalizes the lengths of the initiated upward
leaders. Subsequently, the mean of the normalized leader lengths is
calculated and then multiplied by a dimensionless angular extent of
the region of high risk to provide an estimate of the probability of
lightning attachment on the wind turbine.
Surface Electrical Charge and Strike Frequency
The surface electrical charge Qb induced on the turbine blades is
determined from the total potential field as given by the following
form:
Z  dê 4D1  5
1
Qb = Dtb 0
d1
(1)
dr1
0
where ê4D1 1 5 is the total potential field on the periphery of the
region swept out by the turbine blades, D is the diameter of the
region enclosing turbine blades in meters, tb is the blade tip chord
length parameter in meters, r1 is the radial coordinate, 1 is the
angular coordinate, and 0 is the permittivity of free space in farads
per meter.
The angular variation of the potential gradient on the periphery
of the region swept out by the turbine blades is assumed negligible
and is approximated as the mean potential gradient around the
region, Ē4D5. Then the surface electrical charge induced on the
turbine blades can be expressed as:
Qb = Dtb 0 Ē4D5

Fig. 2 Schematic illustrating the interaction between lightning and
an offshore wind turbine

(2)

The striking distance is defined as the distance between the
downward leader tip and the periphery of the turbine blades at the
instance an upward leader initiates from the wind turbine. The
striking distance is computed from the potential field and is taken
as the distance where the mean potential gradient between the
downward leader tip and the periphery of the turbine blades is
equivalent to 500 kV per meter. The lightning collection area Ac is
given by the circumferential area defined by the striking distance.
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The frequency of downward lightning strikes Nd on the offshore
wind turbine is given by the modified form (Dolan et al., 2006):
Nd = Ng 

Z

Ip max

Ip min

Ac 4Ip 5f 4Ip 5 dIp

(3)

where Ng is the ground negative flash density in flashes/km2 /year;
 is the time frame in years; Ip min and Ip max are the lower and
upper bound of the leader peak current, Ip , respectively; and f 4Ip 5
is the probability density function of the leader peak current. The
frequency of upward triggered lightning strikes Nu , defined as the
number of strikes initiated from the offshore wind turbine under
the influence of the thundercloud and in the absence of a distinct
downward leader, was developed in this study and is given by the
following expression:

Nu = SD P 4L > Lth 5

L̄
he


(4)

where SD is the total number of storm days in a year evaluated using
a semiempirical function relating ground flash density to storm
frequency, as reported in Anderson et al. (1984). The probability
of the initiated upward leader length L exceeding the threshold
length for the inception of an upward leader Lth taken as 2 m is
given by the expression P 4L > Lth 5, where L̄ is the mean length
of the initiated upward leader and he is the hub elevation of the
offshore wind turbine. The annual total number of lightning strikes
on the offshore wind turbine is the sum of the downward- and
upward-triggered strikes.
Particulars for Numerical Simulation
The effect of hub elevation, cloud cover, and leader parameters
on regions of high risk, surface electrical charge, and lightning
collection area around an offshore wind turbine is demonstrated
by using illustrative examples. Figure 4 illustrates the problem
geometry, position of the thundercloud, leader behavior, and
probable points of lightning attachment on the wind turbine blades.
Wind turbine hub elevations he ranging from 90 m to 200 m were
selected to cover the range of elevations expected for offshore
wind turbines. The diameter of the area swept out by the turbine
blades and the blade tip chord length parameter were assumed to be

Fig. 4 The model domain between two nonconcentric circles
showing the position of cloud cover, leader behavior, and points of
lightning attachment on the periphery of wind turbine blades

120 m and 2 m, respectively. The blade tip chord length parameter
was determined by scaling a 10 MW NREL wind turbine blade of
a known shape and dimensions. The dimensionless length of the
downward leader LD was assumed to range from 1.5 to 1.75. The
leader peak currents were generated randomly from 19.5 to 98.4 kA,
and these values were selected to be consistent with lightning data
reported in Peesapati et al. (2011). The leader propagation angles
0 were assigned values of 0 degrees and 45 degrees. The extent
of cloud coverage  was assumed to vary from 60 degrees to
90 degrees. The elevation of the thundercloud was assumed to be
4,000 m, and the cloud potential field gradient was assumed to be
equivalent to 100 kV/m.
The ground negative flash density Ng was assumed to range
from 0.5 to 15 flashes/km2 /year, corresponding to values typically
observed in the coastal regions around the Gulf of Mexico and
Eastern Seaboard of the United States as estimated from the
lightning flash density maps in Orville et al. (2011). These lightning
maps, developed within the framework of the North American
Lightning Detection Network, show low ground negative flash
densities along the upper Eastern Seaboard and West Coast of
the United States. On the other hand, the lower Eastern Seaboard
and Gulf of Mexico have high ground negative flash density. The
distribution of the negative flash density along the lower Eastern
Seaboard is attributed to the effect of convective storm systems
over the Gulf Stream, which enhances the lightning activity over
this region during certain seasons of the year (Biswas and Hobbs,
1990; Orville et al., 2011). The time frame selected for the strike
frequency analysis is based on an assumed 20-year life span of an
offshore wind turbine.
Numerical Examples
We first investigated the mathematical solution of the 2-D
potential formulation in order to understand the relationship between
the number of terms included in the special functions regarding the
stability and convergence of the solutions obtained. This provided
guidance to obtain accurate potential field solutions (Malinga, 2014).
Thus, it was determined that the 2-D model adequately resolved
the potential field distribution in the zenith direction 45 around
the wind turbine. The distribution of the field in the azimuthal
direction 45 is assumed to be homogeneous; thus, a 3-D model
was not warranted for this study.
The next additional considerations were integrated, resulting
in an 11-parameter model that included geometrical, cloud cover,
and lightning parameters. The predictions from this integrated
model compared favorably, within 12%–20%, with field data
comparing the estimated annual number of lightning strikes on
offshore wind turbines. This calibrated model was then used to
make the predictions found in the following subsections.
The Effect of Elevation and Leader Peak Current. The effect of
hub elevation and leader peak current on regions of high risk on
the offshore wind turbine was investigated. The normalized upward
leader length L/LD moderately increases with the hub elevation
and leader peak current, as illustrated in Fig. 5. This behavior is
consistent with the distribution of the near-field electrical potential,
which increases in magnitude with the elevation of the turbine
and the leader peak current leading to the inception of upward
leaders that propagate over long distances before intercepting the
downward leader. The shape of the probability distribution curves
is sensitive to the range of lengths of the initiated upward leaders,
and increasing the magnitude of the leader peak current leads to
broad joint probability distribution curves, as shown in Fig. 5b and
Fig. 5d.
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Fig. 5 Joint probability density functions of normalized length
of upward leader and blade angle for (a) he = 90 m, Ip = 40 kA;
(b) he = 90 m, Ip = 60 kA; (c) he = 150 m, Ip = 40 kA; and
(d) he = 150 m, Ip = 60 kA. The extent of cloud coverage of
90 degrees and a vertically propagating downward leader were
used in the analysis.
The Effect of Extent of Cloud Cover and Leader Angle. The
effect of varying the extent of the cloud cover and angle of the
downward leader on regions of high risk on an offshore wind
turbine was investigated. Varying the extent of cloud coverage from
60 degrees to 90 degrees increases the length of the upward leaders
initiated from the periphery of the wind turbine blades and alters
the shapes of the joint probability curves, as illustrated in Fig. 6.
The near-field electrical potential gradient, which increases with
the extent of cloud cover, provides the electrical charge required to
initiate and sustain the growth of upward leaders from the outermost
region of the turbine blades. Therefore, a cloud of large coverage
induces high electrical potential gradients in the vicinity of the
wind turbine, leading to inception and growth of upward leaders,
which propagate over long distances, increasing the prospect of
attachment with the downward leader. The shapes of the joint
probability distribution curves broaden with the increase in the

Fig. 7 Joint probability density functions of normalized length
of upward leader and blade angle for (a) 0 = 0 degrees and (b)
0 = 45 degrees. Contour plots of normalized length of the upward
leader and blade angle for (c) 0 = 0 degrees and (d) 0 = 45 degrees.
A hub elevation of 90 m and cloud cover of 90 degrees were used
in the analysis.
extent of cloud cover as a result of an increase in the range of
lengths of the initiated upward leaders.
The effect of increasing the downward leader angle on the
shape of the joint probability density curves is illustrated in Fig. 7.
A downward leader propagating at an oblique angle introduces
asymmetry in the potential field, leading to a rotation in the
probability density curves. The region of high risk for lightning
strikes on the wind turbine shifts with the leader propagation angle,
implying that the point of lightning attachment on the blades is
sensitive to the position of the downward leader.
Table 2 shows the probability of lightning attachment to the
offshore wind turbine as a function of the hub elevation and extent
of cloud cover. The probability of lightning attachment increases
moderately with the hub elevation and extent of cloud coverage as
a result of the increase in the near-field electrical potential, which
leads to the inception and growth of upward leaders, which travel
long distances, increasing the likelihood of attachment with the
downward leader.
Surface Electrical Charge. The electrical charge induced on the
wind turbine blades was computed as a function of the leader peak
current, extent of cloud coverage, and turbine hub elevation. The
magnitude of the surface electrical charge on the turbine blades
increases with leader peak current. The effect of increasing the
extent of cloud coverage on the electrical charge induced on the
blades is illustrated in Fig. 8. An increase in the extent of the cloud
cover leads to a slight rightward shift in the probability distribution
curve of the electrical charge as a result of the increase in the
Hub
elevation
(m)

Fig. 6 3-D plots of joint probability density function of normalized
upward leader lengths and blade angle for (a) extent of cloud
cover,  = 60 degrees; (b)  = 75 degrees; and (c)  = 90 degrees.
Contour plots of normalized length of the upward leader and blade
angle for (d) cloud cover extent,  = 60 degrees; (e)  = 75 degrees;
and (f)  = 90 degrees. A hub elevation of 90 m and a vertically
propagating downward leader with a peak current of 60 kA were
assumed.

90
150
200

P 4s5
 = 60 (deg)

 = 75 (deg)

 = 90 (deg)

0.0026
0.0029
0.0032

0.0031
0.0037
0.0043

0.0041
0.0052
0.0064

Table 2 The probability of lightning attachment on an offshore
wind turbine as a function of hub elevation and the extent of cloud
coverage. A vertically propagating downward leader with a peak
current of 60 kA was used in the analysis.
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Nd

Hub
elevation
(m)
90
150
200

Fig. 8 Probability density function of (a) leader peak current and
(b) electrical charge induced on a surface swept out by blades of
an offshore wind turbine with a hub elevation of 90 m

0 = 0 deg

0 = 45 deg

Ng

Ng

3

6

15

3

6

15

1.92
2.09
2.23

3.84
4.19
4.45

9060
10047
11013

1.62
1.76
1.83

3.24
3.52
3.66

8.11
8.80
9.15

Table 3 The frequency of downward lightning strikes on an
offshore wind turbine in a five-year period as a function of hub
elevation, leader propagation angle, and ground flash density. The
extent of cloud coverage was taken as 90 degrees.

near-field electrical gradient with the extent of cloud cover. In
contrast, increasing the hub elevation from 90 m to 200 m resulted
in no significant change in the surface electrical charge on the
turbine blades as a result of the small variation in the near-field
electrical gradient of the electrical potential with increase in turbine
hub height.
Lightning Collection Area and Strike Frequency. The lightning
collection area and strike rate on the offshore wind turbine were
computed as a function of hub elevation, electrical peak current,
leader propagation angle, and ground flash density. The effect of
hub elevation and leader propagation angle on the normalized
lightning collection area Ac /Ab , where Ac is the actual collection
area and Ab is the cross sectional area swept by turbine blades,
is illustrated in Fig. 9. Varying the hub elevation from 90 m to
200 m results in a slight increase in the normalized lightning
collection area. The small variation in the lightning collection area
is attributed to a slight increase in the near-field electrical gradient
of the electrical potential with the hub elevation of the wind turbine.
Further, the distribution of the normalized lightning collection area
shows a moderate shift to the left with increase in the downward
leader angle due to the angular variation of the total potential field;
this decreases with increase in leader propagation angle, leading
to a reduction in the striking distance, which delimits the area
exposed to lightning strikes around the wind turbine.
The effect of hub elevation and leader propagation angle on
the downward lightning strike rate on the offshore wind turbine
is illustrated as a function of ground flash density in Table 3.
The number of lightning strikes on the offshore wind turbine is
shown to increase with hub elevation and ground flash density

Fig. 9 Probability density function of normalized lightning collection area around a wind turbine corresponding to different angles
of leader propagation 0 for (a) he = 90 m and (b) he = 200 m.
The extent of cloud coverage was taken as 90 degrees.

Fig. 10 The frequency of downward lightning strikes on an offshore
wind turbine as a function of ground flash density and time for (a)
he = 90 m and (b) he = 200 m
and decrease with the leader propagation angle, indicating trends
consistent with the distribution of lightning collection area.
The effect of ground flash density on the frequency of downward
and upward lightning strikes on an offshore wind turbine placed
at two different hub elevations over the life span of the structure
is demonstrated in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. The number
of downward and upward lightning strikes on the wind turbine
increases with the ground flash density, hub elevation, and time.
Overall, the offshore wind turbine receives a higher number of
upward lightning strikes compared to downward strikes.
The annual total number of lightning strikes on the offshore wind
turbine reported in this research study was compared with field data
from the Nysted and Horns Rev 2 offshore wind farms in the North
Sea, as reported in Peesapati et al. (2011) and Siemens (2012). The
estimated annual total number of lightning strikes on the offshore
wind turbine is 0.39–0.85 lightning strikes, evaluated by using
ground flash densities ranging from 0.3 to 0.65 flashes/km2 /year,
values consistent with the location of both offshore wind farms as
reported in Anderson and Klugmann (2014). The reported annual
number of lightning strikes on an offshore wind turbine located in
the Nysted wind farm is 0.59, a value consistent with the range of

Fig. 11 The frequency of upward triggered lightning strikes on an
offshore wind turbine as a function of ground flash density and
time for (a) he = 90 m and (b) he = 200 m
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the estimated strike frequency for this region of the North Sea.
On the other hand, an offshore wind turbine in the Horns Rev 2
wind farm is reported to have an annual strike frequency of 1.06, a
number slightly higher than the maximum estimate for the region.
Based on the reported data and the model, we speculate that wind
turbines to be built on proposed sites along the upper Eastern
Seaboard and West Coast of the United States will receive fewer
lightning strikes because of the low ground flash density, while
those built along the lower Eastern Seaboard and Gulf of Mexico
will receive more lightning strikes because of the higher ground
flash density.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Lightning strikes on large wind turbines are observed to typically
occur on the turbine blades, and the consequences can be severe
if the lightning energy is not adequately dissipated. A recently
formulated physics-based model was utilized to predict lightning
interaction with an offshore wind turbine. The model incorporates
11 physical parameters that account for geometry, cloud cover, and
characterization of important lightning properties. An interesting
strength of the model formulation and its implementation is that
the model can utilize site-specific lightning field observations. This
was illustrated using coastal information on the Eastern Seaboard
and the Gulf of Mexico. However, the model can utilize available
information for any site of interest. The evaluation of the total
potential field provides the basis for developing estimates for
regions of high risk and surface electrical charge and the associated
lightning collection area and frequency of lightning strikes on an
offshore wind turbine. The predictive numerical model provides
estimates of annual lightning strikes on an offshore wind turbine
that are within the range of existing field data for specific locations.
The shape of the probability distribution curves representing
regions of high risk on an offshore wind turbine illustrates the
dependence of the predictions on hub elevation, cloud cover, and
leader parameters. The probability of lightning attachment on the
offshore wind turbine increases moderately with hub elevation,
extent of cloud cover, and leader peak current, showing behavior
consistent with the distribution of the near-field electrical potential.
The electrical charge induced on the turbine blades was shown to
increase with the extent of cloud cover and leader peak current.
The hub elevation had no significant effect on the magnitude of the
surface electrical charge induced on the turbine blades because
the near-field gradient of the electrical potential on the blades
shows a slight variation with increase in hub height. The lightning
collection area increases slightly with hub elevation and decreases
moderately with increase in leader propagation angle. The lightning
strike frequency on the offshore wind turbine was shown to be a
function of hub elevation, leader propagation angle, and ground
flash density. As a result of the high speed of lightning leaders
4104 –106 m/s) attaching to the offshore wind turbine, the platform
can be treated as fixed because its rate of movement is very small
compared to the speed of the downward leader. The present model
addresses lightning interaction with a single wind turbine. Future
studies are planned to address lightning behavior around multiple
wind turbines.
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